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Abstract: Renewable Energy Sources are becoming widely spread, as they are sustainable and low-carbon
emission. They are mostly penetrating the MV Distribution Networks as Distributed Generators,
which has determined the evolution of the networks’ control and supervision systems, from almost a
complete lack to becoming fully centralized. This paper proposes innovative voltage control architectures
for the distribution networks, tailored for different development levels of the control and supervision
systems encountered in real life: a Coordinated Control for networks with basic development, and an
optimization-based Centralized Control for networks with fully articulated systems. The Centralized
Control fits the requirements of the network: the challenging harmonization of the generator’s capability
curves with the regulatory framework, and modelling of the discrete control of the On-Load Tap Changer
transformer. A realistic network is used for tests and comparisons with the Local Strategy currently
specified by regulations. The proposed Coordinated Control gives much better results with respect to
the Local Strategy, in terms of loss minimization and voltage violations mitigation, and can be used for
networks with poorly developed supervision and control systems, while Centralized Control proves the
best solution, but can be applied only in fully supervised and controlled networks.

Keywords: distributed generation; Distribution Management System; optimal power flow; voltage control

1. Introduction

The use of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) is becoming widely spread around the world, as they are
sustainable, require low maintenance, and are low-carbon emission resources [1]. As a proof, the European
Union has enforced the Renewable Energy Directive 2018/2001/EU [2], where the new overall EU target for
RES coverage of total energy demands has been raised to 32% by 2030. Although there are clear benefits of
RES, the most notable being environmental impact, a high penetration of renewable Distributed Generators
(DGs) in MV Distribution Networks (DN) causes important technical challenges, as it involves a change of
paradigm in their operation: they are evolving from passive, demand-only networks to active networks.

Nowadays, the DNs are still managed as passive networks; a limited set of measurements is available
at the HV/MV primary Substations level, and some measurements are available for a minor number of DNs
at the secondary MV/LV Substations level, while the network is operated mainly through long-term off-line
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planning and limited real-time HV/MV transformer On-Load Tap Changer (OLTC) control [3]. A high
penetration of DGs, though, significantly increases the probability of reverse power flow, and changes the
distribution of the voltage profile across the feeder. Instead of continuously dropping from the primary
substation, it can take any shape, and cannot be controlled through the HV/MV OLTC transformer alone.
In this new context, it is necessary to exploit the DGs through advanced algorithms for automatic real-time
operation and control [1]. This also means a remarkable change of DNs from the technical, economic and
regulatory points of view: it is expected that distribution companies will assume tasks and responsibilities
similar to those undertaken by the Transmission System Operators (TSOs), and hence will become local
Distribution System Operators (DSOs).

A high level of real-time observability of the DNs is required for these advanced algorithms, a level
that can be achieved only through state estimation algorithms, requiring redundancy, synchronization and
statistical characterization of the measured data—a requirement that is not satisfied by the current state of
DNs. Moreover, in the short-term, it is difficult to achieve this due to the massive investments required into
the necessary equipment. However, things are not staying still, since, the traditional Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are evolving towards advanced architectures and functionalities,
making the DN more observable and controllable [4–9]. In greater detail, papers [4,5] present the typical
Italian context, wherein a basic SCADA architecture is used to monitor the network. This architecture
represents the framework for the basic network operation functions: state estimation and voltage control.
Paper [4] focuses on SCADA architecture, while paper [5] focuses on the network operation functions.
In [6], the latest developments of the architecture and functionalities of [4,5] are introduced. The SCADA is
extended, and a Network Calculation Algorithm System is introduced. It contains evolved state estimation
and voltage control functions, together with an innovative DG economical dispatch algorithm. At the
end, the paper also reports some real-life cases of DNs using the illustrated architecture. Paper [7] is
another real-case example where a smart grid architecture is employed, implementing an innovative
automatic procedure for selective fault detection, based on logic selectivity and fast network reconfiguration.
Paper [8] proposes an automation system logic for DNs, which aims at improving reliability indices
through the implementation of selective fault detection, fast network reconfiguration and automatic
back-feeding. Paper [9] proposes a series of suitable indicators to quantify the performance of smart grids
and, consequently, to define penalties and/or rewards for DSOs. The potential role of these indicators is
shown through evaluation of real-life examples. Continuing the exposition, on the other hand, innovative
algorithms are being developed to both maximize the observability of the DN, considering the limited
number of measurement devices, and to optimize the installation of new ones [10–15]. In [10,11], the authors
propose innovative state estimation algorithms, designed for the current DN situation. Paper [10] represents
a solution for the majority of DNs, as it works only with primary substation measurements, while paper [11]
proposes an advanced solution wherein few measurements along the feeders of the DNs are known.
Paper [12] presents an algorithm for the real-time estimation of DG production downstream of a primary
substation. The algorithm provides real-time estimations to the TSO about the DN status. Papers [13–15]
consider the optimization of the installation of new measurement devices in the DN, with the goal of
minimizing the investments. Paper [13], one of the pioneer works in the field, proposes a technique based
on the sequential improvement of a bivariate probability index governing relative errors in voltage and
angle estimates at each bus. It employs an iterative mechanism to put a measurement on the location with
the largest area of the 2−σ error ellipse, until the relative errors are below the threshold. Papers [14,15]
are among the recent developments in the area: paper [14] presents various genetic algorithms to solve
the problem, and identifies the best solution, while paper [15] proposes a mixed-integer semidefinite
programming model to decide the optimal locations and types of measurement devices to minimize the
worst-case estimation errors over different system operating conditions.
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Thus, depending on the SCADA evolution level, various innovative algorithms for the automatic
real-time operation of DN can be designed, from the simple, with reduced controllability, to the complex,
with maximum controllability. This paper focuses on voltage control algorithms, which can be classified
into three main groups [16]: (1) Local Control, which relies on local measurements, (2) Coordinated Control,
an evolution of Local Control, working with a base telecommunication system, and (3) Centralized Control,
which involves the complete observability and controllability of the DN. The goal of voltage control is not
only to mitigate voltage limit violations and, implicitly, to increase Hosting Capacity (HC) for DGs, but it
also represents a resource for optimizing the DN according to different objectives, such as system losses
reduction or power factor optimization.

Significant research can be found in the literature on the three mentioned groups. Local Control
uses only locally available information without any information exchange with a centralized control
point. Thus, it is the strategy that best fits the contemporary context, wherein many DNs evolve slowly
with respect to the historical situation. For this reason, it is already mandated by national standards,
e.g., the Italian Technical Committee 316, and the IEC international standard [17]. In this strategy, each
DG unit operates individually and is uncoordinated with other devices, leading to contained costs [18].
Like any voltage regulation performed through generating units, the Local Control also exploits the reactive
power capability of the DGs. In fact, these generators could be coupled with additional compensators to
increase their capability [19]. Static compensators (STATCOM), Distribution STATCOM (D-STATCOM),
Static Var Compensators (SVC), fixed capacitor banks and shunt capacitor banks have been investigated
in [20–22], although some of these devices are costly. In its most general form, Local Control consists of
acting on the power factor of the DG unit in order to keep the voltage at the DG terminals in check. In [23],
it is shown that the power factor could act on the DN’s voltage profile and increase its HC. Other papers
study the combination of various methods with power factor control, in order to gain some advantages
such as reliability, efficiency and flexibility [24,25]. Finally, in [26], the authors investigate various local
voltage control strategies where the control variable (i.e., DGs power factor or reactive power output,
for instance) linearly varies with the controlled/monitored quantity, such as the nodal voltage or real
power output. These control laws are designed to comply with the regulatory requirements [17], and the
paper identifies the achievements obtainable from all. It is worth noticing that paper [27] warns about
the probability that Local Control strategies could cause unwanted voltage fluctuations at the point of
common coupling (PCC). A solution is to adopt an incremental Local Control devoted to preserving the
dynamic stability of the regulation, e.g., gradient-based techniques. Most notably, paper [28] investigates
such an approach where optimization procedures are performed over stochastic scenarios of the grid,
with the final goal of identifying the optimal shape of the Local Control. However, the dynamic response
of the system is not investigated.

Coordinated Voltage Control (CVC) works with the network’s topology and the electrical parameters
of the DN’s feeders, and tries to satisfy operational limits, driving the DN towards a possible optimum.
It is suitable for simple networks with few control possibilities and optimization tools, and thus can be
considered in simplified forms for poorly supervised large networks with limited telecommunication
possibilities. The simplest CVC was studied in [29], and consists of controlling the substation’s voltage,
based on the voltage’s lower and upper bounds. A new CVC method with a reactive power management
scheme has been studied in [30]. A method that combines reactive power injection by SVC with tap
control, using information from sensors across the distribution line, is proposed in [31]. Finally, in [32],
real power control is preferred in order to control the voltage. These strategies are limited to small networks,
e.g., microgrids, for as long as they are problematic to use in larger scale environments; however, they do
not require an increased level of monitoring, data acquisition or controllability of DN.

Other CVC approaches use specialized optimization algorithms to calculate the control variables.
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been used in [33,34], while the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
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algorithm in [35]. A new two-stage voltage control scheme for controlling the OLTC, capacitor banks
and DGs using micro and recursive GAs has been investigated in [36]. Here, the optimal reactive
power generation profile is obtained by minimizing the power losses. The methods used in [33–36]
belong to the class of heuristic optimization algorithms, which present various disadvantages: (1) they
require a large number of evaluations of the solution space across many iterations, thus, for large size
problems, i.e., large DNs, the computation time could reach high values that are unsuited for real-time
applications; (2) they work with a limited number of possible solutions, and so the solution space is
often poorly explored. This gives a high probability that different solutions will be obtained for the same
starting point; (3) the parameters that configure their functioning (like mutation probability for GAs)
are problem- and size-dependent, so it is difficult to find a good general set-up for them. Thus, these
types of algorithms are still limited to small and simple cases. Another approach comes from the use of
distributed learning methods, i.e., multiagent systems, which have been investigated in [37,38]. However
efficient they may be, these methods have a hidden flaw that could jeopardize their implementation:
they work optimally when the real operating conditions are similar to those used to train them. Moreover,
for large DN networks, optimization approaches require (i) a well-developed monitoring system of the
grid, where the measurements are redundant and state estimation can be performed, and (ii) an advanced
telecommunication system that allows the full control of the DN in a centralized manner (but under these
conditions, the voltage control scheme becomes the Centralized one).

It follows from all the previous considerations that simpler CVC methods are the most proper and
robust when it comes to large DNs. Two innovative CVCs, exploiting time domain simulation and
statistical DN planning, are discussed in [39]. An electric distance-based approach, that considers structural
changes to minimize the operational conflicts, was proposed in [40]. Finally, the importance of reliable
communication infrastructure and the quality of service in CVC was discussed in [41].

Centralized Control for DNs is designed with a complete and continuous communication system,
which can assure a high degree of observability (where an accurate state-estimation can be performed)
and controllability. This step is based on continuous Optimal Reactive Power Flow (ORPF) calculations in
the network model, provided by the state estimator, wherein the set points for the voltage control assets
(OLTC, DGs, etc.) are optimized and delivered. Then, during continuous operation, the optimal set-points
and measured values are compared to optimally adapt the set-points to the current network status.

There are many techniques used for centralized control to formulate different types of objective
functions [42–44]. In greater detail, [42] proposes objective functions typical of the transmission network,
like the classic active power losses minimization and the maximization of the reactive power reserves
to keep the system secure in case of N-1 contingencies. Paper [43] extends the set of objective functions
with the maximization of the voltage security of the network. On the other hand, paper [44] focuses
on objective functions typical to the DNs, like the minimization of the distance between the reactive
output of the generators that optimize the network and the user-desired output (in general, zero), or the
flattening of the voltage profile of the network around the nominal value. Their advantage consists in
providing an optimized solution and, as they have flexibility in defining constraints, effectively handling
nonlinear programming. Various ORPF models for DNs are extensively reported in the literature [45–48].
GA, PSO, Evolutionary PSO, Discrete PSO, sensitivity theory, tabu search, Artificial Neural Network,
fuzzy logic, multi agents and gradient-based methods are employed to find the solution to these ORPFs.
The disadvantages of the heuristic approaches with regard to real-life implementation were stated earlier.
At the same time, gradient-based methods, e.g., interior-point methods, have clear advantages: they are
deterministic, since they provide a unique solution and they can converge fast. However, they require the
ORPF to be formulated as a continuous non-linear programming (NLP) problem. Unfortunately, OLTC is a
discrete control, therefore ORPF becomes a mixed-integer, non-linear programming (MINLP) problem, that,
in general, requires a large computation time. This problem is handled in the literature in different ways.
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In [45], Benders’ decomposition is used; in [46], the MINLP formulation is solved by an approach based
on the integration of trust region sequential quadratic programming and branch and bound techniques;
paper [47] directly engages an MINLP solver, while paper [48] applies the aforementioned heuristic
approaches. While the disadvantages of [47] are already clear, papers [45–47] engage complex models
without clearly showing the advantages: either small-size networks are used in tests [47], or computation
times are not reported [45,47]; in fact, in [46], ORPF is applied to a 19-bus feeder with two DG units, and it
converges in about one minute, while in [45,47] ORPF is used as a planning tool rather than a real-time
operation tool. Finally, the models proposed in these papers do not consider a subtle but important
aspect: the reactive power capability requirements at the PCC of the DG unit with the grid, as specified
by regulatory framework [49]. In general, the DG unit is required to guarantee the controllability of the
reactive power within a fixed band, or within a band given by a limit power factor, or a combination of the
two. Additionally, this requirement can be extended to the interface between the DN and transmission
network [50]. The subtility is that they are actually imposed by the regulatory framework, and not by
the physics of the generators. While the physical limits are generally wider, the regulatory limits are the
ones to be considered by the ORPF. However, these limits could be too tight and not sufficient to mitigate
the various constraints of the model, in particular the voltage bounds, leading to the ORPF’s divergence.
Thus, it is necessary to model the capability limits with care; to consider the regulatory limits, but allow
their relaxation to the physical limits in case of emergency. This mechanism is not considered in any of the
investigated papers. Only [45] models the power factor limits, but it models them as a rigid limit.

This paper proposes innovative voltage control strategies, which are designed to be compatible with
various stages of the development of supervision and control systems for large DNs: (i) Local Control for
DNs that are poorly supervised and lack telecommunication systems; (ii) Coordinated Control for the
DNs that are still poorly supervised, but have a base telecommunication system that allows the simple
coordination of the reactive power resources; and (iii) Centralized Control for DNs with an advanced
supervision and control system. The first is the case of the majority of DNs, as the pace of investments has
not yet caught up with the contemporary evolution of DGs; the second case represents the current state of
some more evolved DNs, while the third regards the final target for the evolution of the DNs, a target that
is justified also by a need to integrate the DGs into the electricity markets of the future [51,52]. The Local
strategy is present in various regulatory frameworks [17], so here the most common and efficient strategy is
used as a benchmark. Then, a simple and practical, yet robust, CVC strategy that matches the requirements
of a large DN is proposed: it requires (i) a basic telecommunication system between a centralized control
point and the monitored reactive power assets, and some monitored critical nodes for the voltage profile,
and (ii) knowledge of network topology and parameters. Finally, the Centralized Control is proposed as an
improved ORPF formulation that mitigates the problems previously emphasized. In doing so, it exploits
inherent characteristics of DNs to solve, in a simple way, the OLTC control issue. It also proposes elastic
constraints for the capability curves of DGs, and constraints at the TSO–DSO interface point that allow for
the relaxing of the regulation-imposed capabilities, without violating the physical capability of the DGs.
Both solutions keep the proposed ORPF as an NLP. Finally, tests on a realistic DN feeder are performed in
order to validate the algorithms and understand their advantages.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 addresses the state of the art of
Distribution Management Systems in the Italian context; Section 3 shows the proposed algorithms, while
numerical tests are carried in Section 4. Section 5 discusses results and describes conclusions.

2. Distribution Management Systems

To support the distribution company in its new DSO role, a Distribution Management System (DMS)
is required. It should support the DSO both in real-time grid management and in the off-line analysis of
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different network scenarios. Obviously, these functionalities require the evolution of the SCADA systems
and the integration of all these elements into a unified framework [7,51].

Smart DSO SCADA System Architecture

SCADA in DN is responsible for the supervision and control of the MV network 24/7. A traditional
SCADA supervises the DN by acquiring only the most significant information from devices installed in
the HV/MV Substations and in the MV/LV Substations. With this information, they can carry out only two
main tasks:

• Planned Work Management to coordinate and support planned field network activities;
• Outage Management, to react to unplanned outages in the network and minimize the outage time

and number of unsupplied customers.

In Italy, at the Primary Substations level, the traditional Network Management System is installed.
It has an interface with a SCADA central system exchanging information about the HV/MV Transformers,
the Substation’s switches state, voltage, and the feeders’ current measurements. All the Primary Substations
are controlled by a SCADA with an IP-based (always-on) connection. Then, a few Secondary Substations
exchange information with the SCADA regarding the MV/LV Transformer state, the Substation’s switches
state, and, in some configurations, the voltage and feeders’ current measurements too. With respect
to the telecommunication infrastructure, substations are typically connected via a GSM connection.
This architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
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The architecture is not appropriate to sustain the new DSO role, as it requires: (a) an enhancing of
the capacity for managing new devices and information coming from the network (e.g., power output
measurements of DGs, DGs busbar voltage measurements, switches status and transmit DGs’ voltage
and power set-points), and (b) new algorithms for the real-time operation of the network. Finally,
new dispatching capabilities are also necessary, in order to manage the resources connected to the DN to
provide Ancillary Services, and to give them the option to participate in the Ancillary Services Markets in
a way consistent with a country’s regulatory framework [52,53]. In particular, the SCADA must provide
the following new functionalities:

• Load and Generation Forecast System;
• Network Calculation Algorithm System (NCAS): Network Estimation and control algorithms (Voltage

Regulation, Optimal Power Flow, Emergency Restoration, etc.).
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To implement them, the following characteristics are required: an IP-based communication network
among Primary Substation and the network (based on IEC 61,850 interfaces), an interface for transformer
protection and the tap changer, and an interface for the DN devices. Further, more Secondary Substation
measurements (real and reactive powers from feeders and transformers, and busbar voltage measurements)
and advanced automation procedures (fault detection, local regulation) are necessary. Finally, on the
Customers Side of the Secondary Substation, some new devices must be provided to collect user substation
measurements, and to control user plants according to set-points calculated by NCAS. This architecture is
illustrated in Figure 2.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 32 
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3. Voltage Control Approaches

3.1. Local Control Strategy

Nowadays, Grid Codes already rule the direct contribution of DG units to voltage control at the
PCC. In [26], with respect to the Italian scenario, authors have already investigated the possible solutions
proposed by the national grid code and pointed out the achievable performances. In all the proposed
control laws, a DG unit is going to contribute to the voltage control simply by evaluating the real-time
voltage phase at the PCC; eventually, maximum/minimum thresholds are imposed to the control law,
in order to preserve the dynamic stability. Thus, all the methods involve two conditions: a normal
operating situation, and a situation where first thresholds are violated. Among all the presented strategies
in [26], the volt–var control, illustrated in Figure 3, shows better performances regarding increasing the
HC and containing energy losses. Interestingly, papers [54,55] study similar Local Strategies applied in the
LV grids of photovoltaic plants [54] and prosumers [55], and similar conclusions are drawn regarding the
volt–var control. In normal operation, the measured voltage stays within the first threshold defined by
the range (V1; V2), and thus the DG unit operates at the unitary power factor; if the measured voltage is
outside the range (V1; V2), then the DG unit’s reactive power will change linearly with the violation of the
first thresholds until the maximum value is reached.
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The main benefit of such an approach consists of a solid improvement of the HC of the grid, in very
minor incremental costs, limited to a generator retrofit (in order to fit the grid code’s reactive power
requirements), whilst the main drawback consists of the uncoordinated management of the reactive power
injections. Moreover, the Local Voltage Control strategy does not need any telecommunication capabilities,
allowing for very fast deployment.

Lastly, nowadays a local voltage control strategy is mandatory in the Italian context [17], and ends up
as the performance proxy for more advanced options.

3.2. Coordinated Control Strategy

Nowadays, Distribution Networks have a very limited number of sensors, and are managed by
standard telecommunication architecture, i.e., a limited amount of data can be shared at a limited speed
(PLC and GPRS technologies are the most common ones).

In the new Smart Grid paradigm, the DN is supposed to have a new telecommunication architecture
and a large number of sensors spread throughout the grid, which will allow for gathering enough
data to perform a grid state estimation and a close to real-time optimization and control of the system.
This approach is identified in the literature as a Centralized Voltage Control. Unfortunately, such an
evolution is not straightforward, and, in particular, the economic feasibility could be complex to solve.

In order to identify an effective approach for managing DG units, in this paper a novel Coordinated
Voltage control architecture is proposed. In particular, the goal is to adapt the assets already in place,
in order to coordinate the DG units deployed in the grid and overcome the limits that characterize the local
approach. Unlike the CVC approaches available in the literature, the approach proposed here is based on
information generally already available in DMS/SCADA, and does not require high computational skills.
Indeed, DG units only have to be provided with equipment capable of sampling the voltage phasor and
exchanging data with the DSO’s SCADA. In managing such information, the goal is to implement a simple
coordination algorithm not based on a complete state estimation procedure (i.e., based just on the samples
related to the DG units).

Given a feeder and a DG unit exchanging power with it (Figure 4), the voltage drop over the line can
be easily calculated as a function of the DG’s generated power and line impedance. Therefore, V1 denotes
the voltage phasor at the PCC; V2, the voltage phasor at the receiving end of the line (in general terms,
the point of connection with the primary HV/MV transformer, therefore, the slack bus); Z = R + j·X,
the complex impedance of the considered line; I, the current phasor flowing from the DG unit to the slack
bus, and Agen the complex power generated by DG. Accordingly, one can obtain the voltage drop phasor:

V1 = V1, (1)
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I = Id + j·Iq, (2)

Agen = V1·I = V1Id − j·V1Iq = Pgen + j·Qgen, (3)

∆V = V1 −V2 = Z·I = Z·
Agen

V1
=

(RP + XQ) + j(XP−RQ)

V1
(4)
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The goal of Coordinated Control is to limit such a voltage drop in case thresholds are violated. This can
be performed by adopting an approximated approach, i.e., calculating the sensitivity of voltage drop with
respect to the DG unit’s reactive injection, while considering the real power injection constant. Therefore,
in order to decrease the voltage drop for a given network bus, i.e., to fix it at a target value ∆Vtarget that
solves the voltage violations, the following equation can be used:

∆V − ∆Vtarget =
∑

k∈GEN

(
∂∆V
∂Qgen,k

·∆Qgen,k

)
(5)

where GEN is the set of DGs in the DN, while the sensitivity of the voltage drop can be calculated using
Equation (4).

In practical terms, in order to change the voltage drop, the proposed procedure starts from the
evaluation of the DG unit with the highest sensitivity and, consequently, with the definition of the reactive
power set-point required to solve the problem. If the reactive capability of the selected DG unit will be
lower than the required reactive injection, a second unit (selected as the one with the second highest
sensitivity) will be scheduled, and so on up to involving all the DG units connected in the feeder.

To adopt such an approach, the DSO’s SCADA would be in charge of quantifying the sensitivities of
the voltage drop with respect to the DG unit’s reactive injection. This results in topological information,
and could be easily calculated by Equation (4). In particular, by adopting the approximated formulation of
the voltage drop, i.e., neglecting the imaginary part of Equation (4) (such an approximation is well known
and investigated in the literature [56]), the coordinated voltage control law could be approximated as in
Equation (6) (where Xk is the line reactance between the PCC of DG unit k and the HV/MV transformer,
whilst V1 is the nominal voltage of the feeder).

∆V − ∆Vtarget =
∑

k∈GEN

(
Xk
U1
·∆Qgen,k

)
, (6)

The flowchart of Figure 5 resumes the main steps of the proposed procedure. First, if during real-time
monitoring of the DN a voltage violation is detected (step 0 in Figure 5), the SCADA will calculate the
voltage drop target, i.e., ∆Vtarget, and the voltage drop sensitivities with respect to the DG’s reactive power,
i.e., SUQ,k (steps 1 and 2 in Figure 5). Then, a fast iterative process is engaged in order to determine
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the amount of reactive power necessary to solve the voltage violation, i.e., ∆Qgen.k: first, the DG with
maximum sensitivity is selected, and ∆Qgen.k is determined (step 3). If, applying this variation to the
current reactive power produced by the DG, i.e., Q0

gen.k, does not lead to a reactive power limits violation,
then the selected generator can fully mitigate the voltage violation, and the process is stopped by applying
the new reactive generation level, Qgen.k. If a reactive power limits violation occurs, then Qgen.k is set
to the violated limit, ∆Qgen.k and ∆Utarget are updated accordingly, while the sensitivity of the currently
considered DG is removed from the database (step 4 in Figure 5). At this point, a new iteration is executed
by going back to step 3.
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3.3. Centralized Control Strategy

This approach requires an accurate real-time knowledge of the DN’s state, as given by a state
estimation algorithm, as it consists of a close to real-time optimization and control of the network.
Therefore, the approach proposed in this section is formulated as an ORPF problem, especially designed for
DNs. Like any optimization problem (OP), the ORPF model consists of an objective function, reflecting the
DSO’s goals and subject to various equality and inequality constraints, expressed as mathematical functions.

3.3.1. Objective Function

The typical goal of the ORPF is to minimize the real energy losses in the system. In a classical ORPF,
this translates to minimizing the real power produced by the slack generator; as all other generators have
their real power production fixed, the demand is also fixed, and, according to the active power balance of
the network (7), the slack generator will compensate any change in the active power losses:∑

Pgen −
∑

Pd − Ploss = 0 (7)

where
∑

Pgen is the sum of the real power produced by all the generating units in the network,
∑

Pd is the
total real power demand in the network, and Ploss are the real power losses in the grid.

In these circumstances, the objective function would be:

minPgen,SL (8)

where Pgen,SL is the real power produced by the slack generator.
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In a DN, the slack generator is represented by the HV External Grid connected at the HV side of
primary Substation’s busbar. Moreover, unlike in a transmission network, in a DN, the voltage profile no
longer mainly depends on the reactive power flow, as the P–V decoupling hypothesis is no longer true
given the high R/X ratio. Therefore, it is possible to modify the voltage profile by also changing the real
power of all the generators (not only the slack bus). On the other hand, this should be avoided as much as
possible, due to economic reasons; for example, renewable plants normally operate at maximum available
power, and their redispatch would essentially mean the curtailment of a part of their production capacity.
In this context, the objective function can be reformulated as follows:

min
∑
i∈PG

Pgen,i +
∑

j∈PG\SL

c1, j·

(
Pgen, j − P0

gen, j

)2
(9)

where PG ⊆ GEN is the set of DGs that allow real power control, while the superscript “0” indicates
the initial value of the corresponding quantity; the set PG includes the slack bus, and SL is the set that
represents the slack generator.

Considering the power required by the demand constant, according to (7), the first term of (9) holds
for real power-loss minimization, while the second term is a penalty term the role of which is to prevent
the deviation of the real power output of the PG generators (except the slack bus) from their scheduled
profile. In Equation (9), c1,m is a penalty factor fine-tuned such that the real power output of the generators
does not deviate from the scheduled value, unless in cases of emergency, when it is strictly necessary
(e.g., line contingency, poorly available reactive resources).

3.3.2. Constraints

The constraints to which objective function (9) is subject need to force the optimal solution to a feasible
operating point of the network. Thus, generally, these constraints include (i) the nodal power’s balance
equations for each bus of the network (the Power Flow equations); (ii) the generators’ capability limits;
(iii) the branch maximum currents; and (iv) the nodal voltage limits.

The Power Flow (PF) constraints, modeling the nodal real and reactive power balance at each bus of
the network, are:

Pgen,k − Pd,k −Vk

N∑
m=1

VmYkm cos(δk − δm − θkm) = 0, k ∈ {1, . . . , N} (10a)

Qgen,k −Qd,k −Vk

N∑
m=1

VmYkm sin(δk − δm − θkm) = 0, k ∈ {1, . . . , N} (10b)

where Pgen,k and Qgen,k are the total real and reactive powers of the generators connected at bus k,
respectively; Pd,k and Qd,k are the real and reactive powers absorbed by the demands connected at bus k,
respectively; Vk and Vm are the nodal voltage magnitudes of bus k and bus m, respectively; δk and δm are
the nodal voltage phases of bus k and bus m, respectively; Ykm is the magnitude of the kmth element of the
bus admittance matrix Y; θkm is the phase of the kmth element of the bus admittance matrix Y, while N is
the total number of buses of the network.

The DG’s capability constraints are a complex matter. On the one hand, as was shown in the first
section of the paper, there are the regulation-imposed limits and the physical limits of DGs. On the other
hand, as one has seen in the previous section, there are DGs that can modify their real power output if
needed, and there are those that cannot for various reasons. The latter is easy to model: with the real
power fixed, and the DG capability curves or the regulatory framework limits given, the minimum and
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maximum reactive power limits corresponding to the current’s real power output (or, in general, nominal
real power output) can be determined and fixed. In this case, the capability constraints are mathematically
expressed using lower–upper bound constraints:

Qmin
gen,i ≤ Qgen,i ≤ Qmax

gen,i ∀i ∈ GEN\PG (11)

where Qmin
gen,i and Qmax

gen,i are the minimum and maximum reactive power outputs, given by the capability

curve at P0
gen,i for generator i.

For the DGs with variable real power, the capability curve needs to be modeled in detail. Considering
that the majority of DGs are actually RES generators, and that the future evolution of RES technologies is
towards full-converter generators (photovoltaic plants and Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
wind plants), the full-converter limits will be considered here. However, the proposed model can be
adapted to other DG types, like conventional synchronous generators.

First, referring to the physical capability limits, the generated real power is limited by its upper and
lower bounds, as:

Pmin
gen, j ≤ Pgen, j ≤ Pmax

gen, j ∀ j ∈ PG\SL (12)

where Pmin
gen, j and Pmax

gen, j are the minimum and maximum real power output of generator j, respectively.

In general, Pmax
gen, j corresponds to the initial operating point of the DG, i.e., Pmax

gen, j = P0
gen, j, as the RES is set to

operate at maximum efficiency.
Then, the capability curve of a full converter consists of the maximum current given by its thermal

limit. Knowing that the voltages in the network are in general close to the nominal value, the voltage
can be considered actually constant, and a simple quadratic constraint can be introduced to model the
maximum current limit in terms of power limits:

P2
gen, j + Q2

gen, j

Amax
gen, j

2 ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ PG\SL (13)

where Amax
gen,k is the maximum apparent power of generator k, given by the maximum current limit of the

convertor at the nominal operating voltage.
In practice, the reactive power limits are not only imposed by physics, but also by the regulatory

framework. According to [49], the DG plants need to guarantee a reactive power band that is either
defined by the actual level of real power production, i.e., Pgen, j, through a limit power factor (≈ 0.9− 0.95),
is constant (e.g., corresponds to the nominal operating point of the machine), or is a combination of the
two. According to [50], analogous constraints can also apply at the TSO–DSO interface, and therefore,
to the slack generator. These limits are illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that the regulatory minimum requirements are tighter than the physical capability
of the DG. From the operational point of view, this means that respecting the regulatory framework’s
minimum requirements will, in general, stress the DG to a lesser extent. Therefore, there is no motivation
for the plant owner to go beyond the regulatory framework requirements, and thus, these limits need
to be correctly modeled. While constant band limits can be modeled by extending (11) to all generators,
the power factor limit needs to be modeled separately:

Q2
gen, j ≤ P2

gen, j· tan(acos(cosϕlim ))2
∀ j ∈ PG\SL (14)

where cosϕlim is the limit power factor for both inductive and capacitive operations.
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This remains a strict constraint, since generators are not allowed to produce at a power factor lower
than the limit one, even if they physically can. Since this limit can be very tight at low levels of real power
production (see Figure 6), it may lead to the divergence of the ORPF, due to the lack of reactive resources
for keeping the voltage profile within acceptable limits. Therefore, it is necessary to allow the limit power
factor constraints to be violated in case of emergency, if the physical capability of the DG allows it [that is,
if (12) and (13) are respected]. For this reason, constraint (14) is redefined into an elastic constraint by
introducing a slack variable that quantifies the power factor limit violation:

Q2
gen, j − P2

gen, j· tan(acos(cosϕlim ))2
− αg, j ≤ 0 ∀ j ∈ PG (15)

In Equation (15), αg,k is the positive slack variable. In order to assure that αg,k is minimized,
ideally taken to a null value, a penalty factor is introduced in the objective function (9):

min
∑

i ∈ PG

Pgen,i +
∑

j ∈ PG\SL

c1, j·

(
Pgen, j − P0

gen, j

)2
+

∑
j ∈ PG\SL

c2, j·αg, j
2 (16)

In Equation (16), c2, j is a penalty factor fine-tuned to assure that the limit power factor is violated only
if there are not enough reactive resources to hold the voltage profile within the limits, or, in other words,
there is a feasible solution to the ORPF problem (that the effect of c2, j must be stronger than that of c1, j).

The implemented limits are depicted in Figure 7. Besides the power factor limits, the capability curves
are similar to the ones for a traditional synchronous machine; only the field limits are missing. The latter are
difficult to introduce, as they involve the modeling of a synchronous machine using the Behn–Eschemburg
method (induced electro-motive force behind synchronous reactance), a model which would further
complicate the formulation. However, the field limits of a synchronous machine could be modeled in a
simplified way, i.e., either as a rough lower–upper bound approximation—Equation (11)—or as a convex
approximation consisting of a linear function of Pgen, j and Qgen, j, as in [47].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 32 
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Moving further, the branch’s current-constraining role is to prevent the currents flowing through the
branches of the network and assuming values higher than the capacity of the branch itself. Due to the
presence of power losses and the shunt capacitance of the cable, it is necessary to consider the currents at
both ends of a branch. Thus, in a general vector form, these constraints are:

Ift(V,δ) ≤ Imax (17a)
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Itf(V,δ) ≤ Imax (17b)

where Ift is the vector of branch current magnitudes at the “from” bus; Itf is the vector of branch current
magnitudes at the “to” bus, and Imax is the vector of maximum branch currents.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 32 
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Either Ift or Itf are determined as the magnitude of the complex branch currents:

Ibranch = Ybranch·V, (18)

where V = V·e jδ is the vector of nodal voltages phasors, and Ybranch is the branch admittance matrix.
Equation (17) introduces a high degree of non-linearity, which has a negative impact on the computation

time of the ORPF. Thus, to limit this effect, Equation (17) is written only for the branches for which the
initial current is above a certain threshold. Setting the threshold at 80% results in the insertion into (17) of
all branches that could suffer current violations in the final ORPF solution.

Lower–upper bound constraints for the nodal voltage profile are introduced in vector form:

Vmin
≤ V ≤ Vmax (19)

where Vmin and Vmax are the vectors of the lower and upper bounds for the nodal voltage magnitude, V.

3.3.3. Modeling the OLTC Transformer

The OLTC transformer is one of the most important voltage control devices in DNs, and therefore it
cannot be neglected as a resource by a centralized voltage control algorithm. However, its representation
inside the ORPF model is not simple; the control variable, i.e., the tap ratio, is a discrete variable, since it is
associated with a mechanical tap changer, and its explicit presence in ORPF constraints would lead to a
MINLP instead of a NLP. This would render the optimization problem difficult to solve within the fast
computation times required by a real-time implementation. A good solution would be to approximate it
with a continuous variable, and round it to the nearest feasible discrete value following ORPF convergence.
This solution, though, is still uncomfortable, as it involves converting parameter Ykm to a variable dependent
on the square of the tap ratio (if k = m), or on the tap ratio (if k , m). This increases the non-linearity degree
of the ORPF model, making some elements of the Hessian of the ORPF less robust and difficult to evaluate,
in particular the PF and branch current constraints.

A simpler and more elegant solution can be adopted instead. This solution is possible only due to
the characteristics of DNs: they are radial, and only the HV/MV transformers are OLTC transformers.
Therefore, the ideal transformer part of the electric transformer model will always be connected at the
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slack (HV) bus, as shown in Figure 8. Here, the shunt parameters are neglected for simplification, but the
proposed solution works also if they are considered.
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First, since the HV bus is also the slack bus, the nodal voltage phasor is characterized by a null phase,
and thus, the tap ratio is:

mT =
VHV

Vp
MV

(20)

while, according to Figure 8, the nodal voltage phasor at the MV terminals of the transformer is:

VMV =
VHV

mT
+ ∆V (21)

In the exact modeling approach, VHV is constant, as it is imposed by the external HV transmission
network, while mT is variable within its technical limits, i.e., mT ∈

[
mmin

T ; mmax
T

]
. However, the same

equivalent effect, i.e., (21), can be obtained if mT is fixed to a constant value (the nominal value) and VHV is
free to vary within

VHV ∈

VSlack
HV

mmax
T

;
VSlack

HV

mmin
T

 (22)

where VSlack
HV is the value imposed by the external HV transmission network.

Thus, in ORPF, it is possible to model the tap ratio mT indirectly, as a continuous variable, by considering
the voltage of the slack bus variable [within the range defined by (22)] as a constant instead, with its
phase constant and equal to null, while the tap ratio mT is fixed to the nominal value. In this way, in the
optimization model, Ykm remains a constant parameter. Following ORPF convergence, it is possible to
calculate the value of mT from (21) using VHV = VSlack

HV , and round it to the nearest feasible discrete value,
to obtain the actual value of mT.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Case Study Description

All previously described algorithms have been implemented in a MATLAB environment [57].
The Local Control algorithm has been emulated in MATLAB using an iterative procedure, where PF
calculations are performed sequentially until a convergence criterion is satisfied. Here, for a generic
iteration, the reactive output of DGs is determined using the control law characteristic and the nodal voltage
magnitude resulting from a previous PF calculation as an equivalent measure. Convergence is found
when the reactive power output of all generators varies from one iteration to another within a defined
threshold. The procedure is initialized by considering all DGs at unitary power factor. A Coordinated
Control algorithm has been implemented using a simpler approach, which applies the following steps:
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(i) an initial PF calculation reflecting the absence of any control scheme (DGs at unitary power factor) to
determine the initial voltage profile, and thus detect any voltage violation; (ii) in case a voltage violation is
detected, the calculations shown in Figure 5 are executed in order to find the new power output of the
DGs; (iii) a final PF calculation is performed to find the new operating point of the network; in the case
where this point also presents violations, the process from (i) is repeated, emulating the real-time feedback
loop described in Figure 5. For both Local Control and Coordinated Control, the PF tool consists of an
in-house developed Newton–Rhapson algorithm [6]. Finally, the Centralized Control algorithm has been
implemented as an in-house interior-point method algorithm, which finds the optimal solution of the
ORPF described in Section 3.3.

All implemented algorithms have been tested on a realistic DN feeder, of which the data has been
adapted from an actual DN used in one of the smart grid pilot projects shown in [6]; specifically, a feeder
characterized by a large penetration of photovoltaic generation. The test DN, the graph of which is
shown in Figure 9, consists of 101 nodes and 35 DGs, of which 28 are photovoltaic plants, while the rest
are conventional generators. The graph of Figure 9 has been obtained using only branch connectivity,
without any correlation to the actual geographical data. The analyzed feeder is characterized by a total
installed photovoltaic generation of 7.3 MW, and a maximum installed load of 4.5 MW, while the cable
directly connected to the HV/MV transformer has a capacity of 5.5 MVA.
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Figure 9. Studied distribution feeder.

In order to evaluate the performances of the three voltage control strategies, a typical summer day
has been considered, and demand/generation power profiles have been defined for every 15 min of the
considered day. Overall, the profiles of 96 points have been obtained, and they are shown in Figure 10.
From the reactive power point of view, the demand is characterized by an average lagging power factor of
0.94, and the photovoltaic generation reactive limits are set at limit power factor 0.9, meaning the available
reactive capability diminishes with generated real power, while the conventional generators’ reactive limits
have been calculated based on the capability limits of the corresponding synchronous machines at the
current level of real power production.
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Figure 10. Adopted generation/demand profiles for the studied distribution feeder: (a) overall generation
and demand real power profile; (b) RES power profile; (c) conventional generation power profile.

Figure 11 shows the voltage and branch loadability profiles obtained in the absence of any voltage
control strategy, i.e., with DGs operating at unitary power factor and nominal OLTC. No current violations
occur, but the voltage profile violates the maximum limit in the first period of the photovoltaic generation’s
increase, i.e., when the generation and demand are almost balanced, and the capacitive effect of the cables
is therefore emphasized and in the peak period of photovoltaic generation (i.e., when the power flow is
reversed, and the voltage drop is thus directed from the DGs to the primary Substation). The minimum
voltage limit is violated at early night hours, when generation is at its lowest levels and demand is very
high. Clearly, a voltage control strategy is needed.
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Figure 11. Initial results: (a) voltage and (b) loadability profiles.

Figure 12 shows the real power loss profiles obtained without applying any voltage control strategy.
The power losses increase with the magnitude of the currents, but are also influenced by the voltage profile
(higher voltages = lower losses). Overall, the real energy losses during the entire day are �2.81 MWh,
which is about 3.38% of the total energy produced by DGs (�83 MWh).
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4.2. Local vs. Coordinated Control

In this paper, the volt–var law is selected as the Local Control strategy to test, since, as shown in
Section 3.2 it is the most efficient Local Control strategy. Figure 13 shows the three adopted configurations
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for the Local Control strategy. The first threshold [V1; V2] was set to ±1% with respect to the nominal
voltage of the node, while the limit thresholds (Vmin and Vmax) in Figure 3 (i.e., the voltage values for
which the reactive capability limit of the DG is reached) were set up according to the network’s nodal
voltage limits in three configurations: C1—where the thresholds are relaxed, with respect to the network’s
nodal voltage limits, by +1%, to obtain a relaxed reactive power response; C2—where the thresholds are
set up at the network’s nodal voltage limits to obtain a reactive power response matching the network’s
nodal voltage limits; and C3—where the thresholds are tightened, with respect to the network’s nodal
voltage limits, by −1%, to obtain a stiff reactive power response.

Figure 13. Local control: volt–var law set-up for simulations.

Figure 14 shows the resulting voltage profiles (Figure 10a,b) and the reactive power responses of the
DGs (Figure 10c) for the considered day. First, it can be noticed that Local Control exploits the reactive
power resources at any point in time during the day, and in a uniform manner, always providing a
response proportional to the deviation of the voltage profile from the nominal value, while the Coordinated
Control provides a punctual intervention only in the case of voltage violations—see Figure 14c. For this
reason, the voltage profile of Coordinated Control is much closer to the initial profile than the one given
by Local Control. Second, Figure 14a,b show that when a large reactive power capability is available
(daylight hours—see Figure 10), both control methods can mitigate voltage violations; however, when the
available reactive power capability is low (from 21:00 onwards), the Local Control strategy cannot solve the
minimum voltage violation even in its stiff setup (C3), while the Coordinated strategy always can. This is
an expected result, since the Local strategy cannot explicitly solve voltage violations (it can implicitly),
while Coordinated Control is explicitly designed for this purpose. This means that Local Control law
parameters need to be carefully set-up over a wide range of possible operating conditions.

Figure 15 shows the resulting loadability profiles for the considered day. Except for the peak
photovoltaic production hours, detailed in Figure 15b, the currents in the DN are well within the limits.
However, during the peak photovoltaic production hours, the currents in some branches of the network
violate the limit. Comparing the two strategies, it is evident that Local Control is more prone to activate
current violations, even in its most conservative set-up, i.e., C1. Clearly, current violations result from
the contribution of DG’s reactive power to the line currents that, initially (i.e., when DGs operate at null
reactive power output), are close to the limits, but do not violate them (see Figure 11). The impact of Local
Control is much stronger as, by design, this strategy activates the reactive power generation of many DGs,
while Coordinated Control only uses the reactive power of a few. This is an important observation, since
these algorithms are designed to operate in poorly observable DNs, where most of the branch currents are
not measured.
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Finally, Figure 16 shows the real power loss variations, with respect to the initial scenario. Both the
Local and the Coordinated strategy lead to an increase of power losses in the DN, but the Coordinated
strategy has a minor impact. This can be explained in light of the previous results: the Coordinated
strategy is less intrusive (it activates fewer times, and it involves less DGs), while both strategies need to
take actions that lead to the increase of real power losses, as in many cases the voltage profile is lowered to
solve or prevent maximum voltage violations.
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Synthesizing the results, we see that Coordinated Control is the more robust approach. However, if the
DN’s control and supervision architecture does not allow the implementation of the Coordinated scheme,
the Local strategy is the only possible solution (which is also imposed by the regulatory framework).
If this is the case, the results show that Local Control requires a careful tuning of its defining parameters,
as it is prone to produce violations under peculiar operating conditions of the DN. The authors studied
various optimal tuning solutions for Local Control laws in [15,56]; these approaches are promising,
but in the absence of proper network monitoring, they depend heavily on the statistical estimation of
generation/demand profiles, which may not ensure a strong correlation with the actual operating conditions
of the grid. On the other hand, if the DN’s control and supervision architecture allows the implementation
of Coordinated Control, then Local Control could either be abandoned or, in correspondence with the
regulatory framework, could work in tandem with Local Control; the base operation could be provided
by Local Control (with a less stiff set-up), which, in spite of the disadvantages, tries to keep the voltage
profile close to nominal, while the Coordinated Control would override the Local Control in cases of
detected violations.

4.3. Centralized Control

The ORPF model has been set-up to (i) control both the OLTC of the HV/MV transformers from
the primary Substations, and the DG unit’s output power (Configuration 1), or (ii) control only the DG
units, as in the case of the other two control strategies (Configuration 2). Figure 17 shows the main
computation steps needed in both cases. Configuration 1 involves three steps: an ORPF calculation at a
continuously variable tap, followed by an intermediate step where the actual value of the tap is obtained
by rounding it to the nearest feasible discrete value. These steps are detailed in Section 3.3.3, while the last
step involves a new ORPF computation at a fixed tap in order to mitigate the negative impact of rounding;
this final step is carried out at a fixed slack voltage magnitude, i.e., at the value given by the measurements.
Configuration 2 involves running a single ORPF calculation at a fixed tap, i.e., at the nominal tap; therefore,
in this case as well, the slack voltage magnitude is fixed at the value given by the measurements.
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Additionally, the simulations have been performed in four variants, obtained by setting the maximum
allowed loadability to various levels: variant a, where the maximum loadability is fixed at 100% of the
thermal limits of the lines, that is, according to network data, and variants b, c and d, where the maximum
loadability is fixed at 95%, 90% and 85% of the thermal limits of the lines, respectively. Mathematically,
these variants will numerically stress the ORPF; practically, forcing the current limits to values lower
than the actual limits provides a margin to protect the network against current violations resulting from
unexpected variations of the DG’s output or demanded power.

Last but not least, the photovoltaic generators are modeled inside the ORPF as DG units with curtailable
real power, while the conventional generators are modeled as uncurtailable DG units. In detail, the capability
limits of the photovoltaic plants are modeled by Equations (12), (13) and (15), with cosϕlim = 0.9, while the
capability limits of the conventional plants are modeled by Equation (11). Therefore, with respect to the
initial situation shown in Figure 10 and detailed in Section 4.1, the ORPF can decrease, in case of emergency,
the real power produced by the photovoltaic plants, while also losing the reactive power margin due to
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the limit power factor. As discussed in Section 3.2., if this reduction in reactive power margins makes it
impossible for the ORPF to find a feasible operating point, then the elastic constraints (15) need to allow
the relaxation of this limit. For this reason, following a series of preliminary tests, the penalty coefficients
c1, j and c2, j of objective function (16) were set up to 100 and 300, respectively.

Figure 18 shows the results related to the ORPF constraints for the first step of Configuration 1 in
variant a, i.e., ORPF 1.1.a. This case is considered the ideal and reference case, as the tap ratio is a continuous
variable (ideal case), and the current limits are set to the actual network limits, not artificially forced.
For all considered time windows, the voltage profile is pushed against its maximum bounds, while in most
situations, to achieve this the reactive resources are also pushed against their maximum limits. This result
is normal, as in a power system the real power losses decrease with the increase of the nodal voltage
magnitudes. Finally, Figure 18c,d shows that ORPF avoids current limit violations without curtailing any
real power generation. Overall, ORPF guarantees the satisfaction of all operational limits, while pushing
the operating point of the network against the limits that oppose the minimization of real power losses.

Figure 19 shows the variation of the real power losses for ORPF 1.1.a in all the considered time
windows, with respect to the initial (no control strategy) case. In general, a strong reduction of the losses is
obtained. Exceptions arise for the time windows where the maximum voltage limit was initially violated
and the ORPF had to reduce the voltage in order to mitigate the violation, i.e., from 6:00 to 7:00 and from
12:00 to 14:00 (see Figure 11). However, for these cases, the variations of the power loss with respect
to the initial case are well contained, which shows that the designed ORPF can optimally manage the
reactive resources even when the network constraints do not allow the real power losses’ minimization.
This conclusion is strengthened by comparing Figure 19 with Figure 16a in the hours when maximum
voltage is initially violated: all control strategies solve the violation, but only ORPF can contain the increase
of real power losses in the network. Finally, the overall real power losses are reduced by ORPF 1.1.a by
7.8%, with respect to the initial operation.

The detailed analysis of ORPF 1.1.a previously performed shows that the ORPF algorithm works
properly. Further, for illustrative purposes and exposure containment, some particular aspects will be
considered when analyzing the remaining ORPF set-ups. Figures 20–22 show the peculiarities of ORPF
1.1 for all considered variants. Figure 20 shows the results related to the loadability of the network’s
branches. Figure 20a reports identical results between variants, as long as none of the considered current
limits are violated. This happens at peak photovoltaic production hours, detailed in Figure 20b, when the
ORPF brings the currents to the violated limits. In conclusion, Figure 20 shows that the ORPF stays as
close as possible to the ideal solution of ORPF 1.1.a. Figure 21 shows that the mitigation of the current
limits is performed with minimum curtailment action: they occur only for stringent current limits (90%
and 85%, respectively), are well contained, and increase with the decrease of the limits. Here, the elastic
constraint (15) is never activated, and therefore the current constraints are solved without relaxing the
limit power factor.

Lastly, Figure 22 shows the power loss variation, with respect to the initial conditions, over the entire
analyzed period. Generally, in all variants, the power losses are lower with respect to the initial conditions,
but they tend to increase with the decrease of the current limit. This is an expected behavior, as tightening
the limit reached by the optimal solution worsens the optimal solution. However, ORPF 1.1.d is the
exception, since the power losses decrease with respect to ORPF 1.1.c: this can be explained by the fact that
ORPF 1.1.d sees a strong curtailment of DGs generation (see Figure 21), which leads to a stronger overall
decrease of the currents in the network, and hence, to real power loss reduction.
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Figure 23 shows the comparison between ORPF 2 and ORPF 1.1 for all the considered variants,
in terms of overall real power losses variation with respect to the initial conditions. Clearly, not considering
the OLTC among the variables of the optimization problem drastically limits the performance of the ORPF,
as the power losses obtained with the variable OLTC (ORPF 1.1) are reduced about fourfold with respect
to the ones obtained with a constant OLTC (ORPF 2). Anyway, even ORPF 2 reduces the power losses with
respect to the initial case.
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Figure 24 shows the impact on the real power losses of OLTC rounding (ORPF 1.2), and the improving
action of the second ORPF run with a constant OLTC (ORPF 1.3). The results are shown in terms of the
overall real power variations of ORPF 1.2 and ORPF 1.3, with respect to ORPF 1.1. Clearly, there is a
slightly negative impact of rounding the OLTC (about 1% power loss increase with respect to the ideal
ORPF results) that can be marginally mitigated by running ORPF 1.3.

The results show that Configuration 1 is the “go to” option for DMS implementation, as it offers the
best results of the two configurations. However, a real-time application of the ORPF would be feasible
only if the computation times were well contained, with respect to the time window for which the ORPF
would be employed. Figure 25 depicts the histogram of computation times required for the execution of
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Configuration 1 over all considered situations (all variations and all time windows, resulting in 384 double
executions of the ORPF algorithm—see Figure 17). In most of the cases, computation time does not exceed
2 s, while the maximum registered value is 5.6 s. This is a very good result, as it suggests that the ORPF
algorithm can be applied even for a short time window, e.g., about 1 min, at a limit of 30 s. In real life,
the average time window should be larger (i.e., a couple of minutes), in order to avoid DN instability
due to a too-frequent change of the operating points of the DG units, and in order to cope with the time
dynamics of the data acquisition and processing systems. Therefore, the obtained computation time shows
the ORPF algorithm can be implemented without any particular issues in a real life DMS.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 26 of 32 
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Lastly, Figure 26 shows the number of times the OLTC was changed during the analyzed day by
ORPF, executed in Configuration 1, for all variants. Averagely, the number of OLTC changes in a single
day was 20 out of 96 considered time windows; hence, the OLTC changed at a rate of about 21% during
the analyzed day, which is a well contained value (about 1 time per hour).
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4.4. Results Review and Discussion

Clearly, the two proposed voltage control algorithms in this paper, i.e., the Coordinated Control and
the Centralized Control, are suited to two different situations. Coordinated Control is for DNs with a
SCADA system reduced to the acquisition of a few measurements across the DN (voltage measurements at
DG buses and at key demand buses, real and reactive power outputs of DGs), and with the possibility
of tele-controlling the DGs. Centralized Control is for DNs with an evolved SCADA that allows the
calculation of the state of the DN through a state-estimation algorithm. Both algorithms have been tested
on a realistic DN, but they are not directly comparable.

Coordinated Control has been compared with the currently adopted solution at a regulatory level:
the best Local Control strategy that the literature review identified. The main point emphasized by the
results is that, to mitigate voltage violations, Local Control tends to exploit all the reactive resources
available in a uniform manner, while Coordinated Control uses a few of them extensively. The results
showed that this is key in differentiating the performance of the two approaches in favor of Coordinated
Control, for which (i) the real power loss variation is better managed; (ii) voltage profile violations are
always solved, even when the resources are low; (iii) there is a better chance of avoiding current limit
violations (this is important, as with the assumed SCADA system most currents in the network are
not measured).

With respect to other CVC approaches present in the literature and thoroughly analyzed in the
Introduction section, the proposed Coordinated Control has the advantage of being easily implementable
in the majority of state-of-the-art DNs. Indeed, the investigated CVC approaches from the literature were
either suitable for small DNs (therefore, microgrids), or they were specialized optimization approaches
that, when implemented in a large real DN, required a level of development of the SCADA suited to a
Centralized algorithm. However, the proposed Coordinated Control can be easily integrated in a large
grid as, nowadays, many DNs are already Local Control-ready, which means that the local measurement of
DGs’ plant voltages and powers is already possible; they just need to be properly integrated in the SCADA.

The specifications of the Centralized Control strategy proposed in this paper have been drawn
following a thorough literature analysis (see the Introduction section), where the main drawbacks of the
state-of-the-art approaches have been revealed. Centralized Control has been designed to mitigate these
drawbacks. The numerical tests were not only aimed at emphasizing the raw performance of the algorithm
(the minimization of the active power losses), but also at testing the validity of the adopted solutions.
These tests were successful since (i) the resulting computation times were well contained, so the algorithm
design choices will not cause numerical problems and the proposed strategy can be implemented in real
DNs; (ii) the proposed OLTC model worked correctly, and the results showed major improvements in
the performance of the algorithm when the OLTC control was used, showing the importance of OLTC
representation in ORPF models for DNs; (iii) minimal active power curtailment actions were performed
to solve branch congestions when strictly necessary; (iv) the interaction between the regulatory and
physical capabilities of the DGs worked flawlessly. Moreover, the results clearly show that Centralized
Control works properly from the point of view of its intended goal: the real power losses in the network
are significantly reduced with respect to the initial conditions, while the constraints that act against the
objective function’s minimization are reached. This means the real power losses are minimized, and the
Centralized Control strategy is an ORPF.

5. Conclusions

Firstly, this paper thoroughly investigated the voltage control strategies available in the literature for
distribution networks in the presence of Distributed Generators. The strategies have been classified based
on the state of development of the SCADA system, from rudimentary to complex. The main characteristics
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and the flaws of these strategies have been emphasized, relying on the available literature. Secondly,
the paper proposed innovative Coordinated and Centralized Control strategies, which are the last two
levels of the emphasized classification. Following the bibliographic analysis, the design of these two
strategies was performed such that they mitigated the encountered flaws.

A Coordinated Control strategy was designed as a simple and robust algorithm, based on the
sensitivity of the voltage profile with respect to the nodal reactive power injection; this algorithm reduced
telecommunication, supervision and control requirements, and therefore, is implementable in contemporary
large distribution networks. The Centralized Control strategy was designed as a deterministic optimization
algorithm, that relies on the particularities of the distribution network and mitigates the most encountered
issues within these algorithms, i.e., the discrete On-Load Tap Changer and capability curve modelling.
This algorithm requires an advanced telecommunication, supervision and control system for the DN,
a system that allows the calculation of the actual state of the grid and its full control.

The designed algorithms have been tested against the Local Control strategy for a realistic distribution
network feeder during a typical operating day. The behavior and the advantages of the two algorithms
have been discussed. Both offer a better alternative with respect to the current regulatory specifications,
and both are implementable in a real distribution network, but their implementation depends on the level
of development of the telecommunication, supervision and control system of the DN. The Centralized
Control strategy proved the best approach, being the most evolved, but it requires the most out of the
telecommunication, supervision and control systems.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CVC Coordinated Voltage Control
DG Distributed Generators
DN Distribution Network
DSO Distribution System Operator
GA Genetic Algorithm
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
HC Hosting Capacity
HV High Voltage
LV Low Voltage
MINLP Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programing
MV Medium Voltage
NCAS Network Calculation Algorithm System
NLP Non-Linear Programing
OLTC On-Load Tap Changer
OP Optimization Problem
ORPF Optimal Reactive Power Flow
PCC Point of Common Coupling
PLC Power-Line Communication
PF Power Flow
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PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
RES Renewable Energy Sources
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
STATCOM STATic COMpensator
SVC Static Var Compensator
TSO Transmission System Operator
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